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Many animal and plant genomes are transcribed much more extensively than current annotations predict. However, the biological
function of these unannotated transcribed regions is largely unknown. Approximately 7% and 23% of the detected transcribed
nucleotides during D. melanogaster embryogenesis map to unannotated intergenic and intronic regions, respectively. Based
on computational analysis of coordinated transcription, we conservatively estimate that 29% of all unannotated transcribed
sequences function as missed or alternative exons of well-characterized protein-coding genes. We estimate that 15.6% of
intergenic transcribed regions function as missed or alternative transcription start sites (TSS) used by 11.4% of the expressed
protein-coding genes. Identification of P element mutations within or near newly identified 5¢ exons provides a strategy for
mapping previously uncharacterized mutations to their respective genes. Collectively, these data indicate that at least 85%
of the fly genome is transcribed and processed into mature transcripts representing at least 30% of the fly genome.

Recent genomic-scale studies have focused on obtaining a complete
catalog of genes for a variety of model organisms. Efforts to achieve
this goal have been undertaken in a relatively unbiased fashion for
several genomes, including Arabidopsis thaliana, worm, fly, mouse and
human. The technical approaches used to address this question have
included in-depth full-length cDNA cloning, use of tiling microarrays,
determination of the 3¢ termini (by serial analysis of gene expression
(SAGE)) or 5¢ termini (by cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE))
and genome identification signature analysis (GIS) of transcripts1–6.
Each of these approaches has aimed to systematically investigate
genomes without regard to prior knowledge of the location of
previously identified genes, and each has reached a similar conclusion
(that is, more transcription has been observed than can be accounted
for by the current set of genomic annotations). An important
characteristic of these recently discovered sites of transcription is
that they have a significantly reduced protein-coding capacity. The
outstanding question emerging from these observations is whether
these noncoding transcribed regions have biological functions.

To begin to address this question, we have turned our attention to
D. melanogaster because of its comprehensive annotation7–11 and
invaluable collection of genetic tools. As a first step, we have generated
a series of transcription maps at a 35-bp resolution across the
D. melanogaster genome for the first 24 h of development in 2-h
increments, similar to maps we have created for regions of the human
genome2. Using a single tiling array, we used 3,075,693 probe pairs of
25 nt in length to probe 105,897,358 nonrepeat bp of the fly genome.
Maps of the sites of transcription were made using total RNA longer

than 200 nt. Although we generated maps for both euchromatic and
heterochromatic regions, the data presented herein refer principally to
the euchromatin.

RESULTS
30% of detected embryonic transcription is unannotated
A total of 27.6% (29,230,303 bp) of the 105.9 million bp of euchro-
matic, nonrepeat sequences of the fly genome have been detected as
being transcribed at some point during the first 24 h of development
(Fig. 1a). The average and median lengths of an array-detected trans-
cribed region are 328 and 197 bp, respectively. These array-detected
regions of transcription are called transfrags (transcribed fragments;
see Methods)2,12,13. Of these, 20,336,307 bp (69.57%) map to regions
annotated as known genes, mRNAs or ESTs in publicly available
databases (released 4 April 2004, University of California Santa Cruz
(UCSC) Genome Browser v. dm2). In addition, 6,709,432 bp (23%)
and 2,032,454 bp (7%) map to unannotated intronic and intergenic
regions, respectively. The remaining 152,110 bp (0.52%) map to
regions annotated as transposons. Overall, 30% of the detected trans-
cribed nucleotides map to regions that are not currently annotated.

We examined the classes of annotated and unannotated transcribed
nucleotides at different time periods during development (Fig. 1a).
The proportion of transcribed regions that map to well-characterized
annotations was highest in the first 6 h of development, and the
amount of unannotated transcription is highest in the 10- to 12-h
period that also corresponds to the period when the highest amount
of overall transcription is observed. The proportion of unannotated
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transcription at any specific developmental time point is significantly
lower when compared with the cumulative ‘1 of 12’ map. Thus, these
unannotated regions are transcribed at specific and discrete time
periods during embryogenesis. This result is consistent with similar
observations made for unannotated transcribed regions found in
various human cell lines2,13.

Temporally, the cumulative transcription ranged from a minimum
of 8.16% of the genome (8,641,744 bp) for the 4–6 h period to a
maximum of 16.1% (17,026,393 bp) in the 10–12 h period. The lowest
amount of transcription detected corresponds to the period when
maternally deposited transcripts are being degraded and relatively little
zygotic transcription is taking place14 (see also Supplementary Note
online). The amount of detected transcription indicates a predomi-
nant reduction in the amount of steady-state RNA in the first 6 h
(Fig. 1b), followed by an increase that peaks at 10–12 h. Notably, this
is followed by two additional rounds of an overall increase and then
reduction in the steady-state transcription monitored during these
time periods.

A total of 9,809 (52.4%) of the 18,716 known genes (RefSeq) in the
genome are expressed during at least one of the monitored time points

over the first 24 h of development (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Note).
The 8,907 genes whose expression is not detected at any of the
monitored time points have o70% of their nucleotides detected as
being expressed (Supplementary Fig. 1 online). On average, a total of
4,408 protein-coding genes are expressed in each of the monitored
time points. The duration of steady-state expression for these detected
genes, on average, is 10.8 h. However, 1,563 (15.9% of 9,809) of these
genes are expressed only for a single time point.

As has been seen in studies of the human transcriptome, the
functional roles of some of the unannotated intronic transfrags are
likely to include newly identified exons for the surrounding annotated
transcripts as well as portions of overlapping transcripts encoded on
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Figure 1 Genomic distribution of detected transcription.

(a) The distribution of detected transcription with respect to

annotations during the first 24 h of embryonic development

is shown for 2-h time periods (pie charts on the periphery)

and for all time periods collectively (central pie chart in the

background). The detected transcription was determined
using whole-cell embryonic total RNA. The annotations

used in this correlation are defined in Methods. The pattern

code used in the central pie chart is used in all other pie

charts. The EST/mRNA category includes the percentage

of transcribed nucleotides mapping to transposons which

ranged from 0%–0.7%. (b) Transcriptional abundance

during the first 24 h of embryonic development. Detected

transcribed nucleotides are plotted for the ‘annotated’

(known genes, ESTs, mRNAs, transposons) and

’unannotated’ (intergenic, intronic) categories across the

first 24 h of embryonic development.
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Figure 2 Gene expression across the first 24 h of embryonic development.

RefSeq genes were called as expressed at a given time period if Z70% of

their annotated bases were covered by transfrags at that time period. Shown
are total number of genes expressed (dark blue rhombus), number of genes

that are first expressed at time period (green triangle), number of genes

that are first expressed during zygotic development regardless of whether

they were detected in the first 4 h of development (light blue �) and the

number of genes that are expressed in only one time period (pink rectangle)

plotted against time. Supplementary Table 3 lists the genes that are called

as expressed.
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either strand2,12,13. In addition, as whole-cell RNA was used in these
studies, a portion of intronic and intergenic signal may be due to the
presence of heteronuclear RNA. Notably, the observed 7% of all
transcription found as unannotated intergenic transcription is four-
fold lower than the 31% observed in human cell lines2. This difference
is probably attributable to the excellent annotation quality available
for the D. melanogaster genome compared with other organisms.

29% of unannotated transfrags coregulate with known genes
As an initial step in our analysis of the temporally ordered transcrip-
tion maps, we carried out both manual and computational surveys to
identify temporally coordinated transcription between unannotated
and annotated regions of the genome within a defined genomic
distance (see Methods for algorithm details). Such coordinated
transcription can result from either (i) independent unannotated
transcripts that are coexpressed with similar intensities and timing
to annotated genes, or (ii) unannotated transcripts coordinately
regulated with annotated genes because they represent unidentified
portions of those genes.
Figure 3a shows the percentage of all detected unannotated

transfrags that are coordinately transcribed with known genes.
A total of 1.1% and 0.8% out of the 7% of
unannotated transcription that is intergenic
represents previously unidentified 5¢ or 3¢
exons of known genes, respectively, based on
their similar coordinated expression profiles.
The rest (5.1% out of the 7%) are not
coordinately regulated with a well-annotated
gene within 50 kb (referred to as ‘stand-alone’
in Fig. 3a). Similarly, of the 23% of unan-
notated transcription that maps to intronic
regions, 4.6% seems to be coordinately
expressed with the exons of the gene that
bounds the corresponding intron. Addition-
ally, 1.1% and 1% appear to be 5¢ or 3¢ exons
of known genes, respectively. More specifi-
cally, these intronic 5¢ or 3¢ exons coregulate
with annotations lying outside the intronic
bounds. Overall, 8.6% of all detected tran-
scription during the first 24 h of embryonic
development coregulates with well-annotated

protein-coding genes. Thus, approximately 29% of all unannotated
transcription (8.6% of 30% newly identified transcription) potentially
functions as missing or alternate exons of known genes.

Newly predicted 5¢ exons define a class of TSS
Particularly notable was the prediction of a large number of distal
5¢ exons (and thus TSSs) corresponding to known annotations.
We found that 15.6% of all intergenic transcription (1.1% of 7%;
316,492 bp) was predicted to represent 5¢ exons of known genes (false
discovery rate (FDR) ¼ 18.8%) (Fig. 3a). In all, 2,025 unannotated
distal 5¢ exons were detected for 1,118 RefSeq transcripts (11.4% of all
expressed protein-coding genes). Figure 3b plots the distances of the
most distal newly identified 5¢ site to the annotated start site for each
of the 1,118 corresponding RefSeq protein-coding transcripts.
Although we have manually identified 5¢ exons 450 kb from an
annotation (see below), we used a maximum boundary of 50 kb for
the computational analysis owing to the high FDR associated with
larger distances. The median and average lengths of currently anno-
tated first introns are 260 and 1,677 bp, respectively. In contrast, the
median and average distances of the newly identified most distal
5¢ exon to the annotated first exon are 18,403 bp (orange threshold)
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Figure 3 Computational assignment of unannotated transcription to RefSeq genes. (a) Unannotated transcription was assigned to one of several categories:

5¢ exon, 3¢ exon, alternate exon (‘alt. exon’) or ‘stand alone’, as described in the text. The stand-alone category is the percentage of transcription that did not

seem to have a similar transcription profile as a RefSeq gene within a 50-kb window. (b) The distance of the most distal computationally predicted newly

described 5¢ site to the corresponding RefSeq gene. For each of the 1,118 genes (x axis) that have at least one new 5¢ site, the distance of the furthest

5¢ exon to the annotated first exon is plotted on a log2 scale (y axis). The median and mean of annotated first introns and the above distances are indicated
to show that new 5¢ sites and potential first intron sizes are atypical of a well-characterized RefSeq gene.
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and 20,360 bp (yellow threshold), respectively
(see Supplementary Table 1 online for the
location of 5¢ sites and corresponding genes).
Notably, this is a 70.8- and 12.1-fold increase
in median and average lengths, respectively,
when compared with annotated first intron
lengths. It is also significantly higher than the median and average
lengths of the intronic regions of all annotated RefSeq coding
transcripts, which are 81 and 1,158 bp, respectively.

To verify the computationally predicted distal, unannotated
5¢ exons, we picked 180 sites randomly for RT-PCR–based validations
from the 2,025 predicted sites. We designed primers in the predicted
5¢ site as well as the second exon of the corresponding RefSeq gene
identified as coregulating with the new site. One hundred twenty-two
(67.8% of 180) RT-PCR reactions produced distinct products and
were strongly positive. Direct sequencing of 23 of the 122 RT-PCR
reactions indicated that 20 of the sequenced products (87%) yielded
sequence predicted by the algorithm. The remaining three reactions
gave poor sequence or did not seem to amplify the intended product.
In addition to the 122 clear-cut cases, 19 RT-PCR reactions produced
more than two bands, indicating the likely presence of multiple
isoforms for these transcripts (for example, see sli in Supplementary
Fig. 2 online). Inclusion of these results increases the verification
rate to 78%, validating the algorithmic approach for predicting
newly identified 5¢ exons. Notably, the algorithm correctly connects
known 5¢ exons to their corresponding genes 82% of the time,

further demonstrating the efficacy of the algorithm in finding
5¢ exons (see Methods).

Most distal 5¢ exons do not add protein coding information
To further evaluate the existence of distal 5¢ exons, we manually
identified 61 RefSeq genes on the X chromosome as being coordi-
nately transcribed with 5¢ unannotated transfrags without the 50 kb
limit used in the computational approach. We found a total of
53 (87%) of the predicted unannotated transfrags to be connected
to their coexpressed RefSeq protein-coding gene, and we characterized
the new transcript structures (Supplementary Table 2 online).

The confirmed 5¢ exons for each of these RefSeq genes can be
attributable to use of either alternative or newly identified TSSs (that
is, completed 5¢ ends of current annotations). Thus, to determine
which start sites were alternative, we considered annotations contain-
ing a clearly annotated 5¢ UTR sequence confirmed by EST and/or
mRNA evidence that differed from the new start sites. Using this
criteria, 27 (51%) of the 53 confirmed, newly identified 5¢ start sites
are alternative 5¢ exons. The remaining 26 start sites seem to complete
currently annotated RefSeq genes, often adding previously undefined
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Figure 5 Molecular genetic evidence for

functionality of a newly described distal 5¢ start

site. (a) RNA signal graphs from 12 sequential

2-h time points across D. melanogaster

embryonic development as viewed in the

Affymetrix Integrated Genome Browser. Right

arrow indicates clustering of P elements at 5¢
start site of CG31330. The leftmost P-element

position of this cluster is the location of the

lethal l(3)06951 P element. The middle arrow

indicates an additional lethal P element that is

allelic to l(3)06951. The left arrow indicates a

lethal P element from the Exelixis collection that

is inserted in the annotated form of RhoGAP88C.

The indicated annotations are from RefSeq;
annotations above the horizontal white line are

transcribed left to right, and annotations below

the line are transcribed right to left. Note the

coregulation across developmental time of all

four bottom-strand annotations with the upstream

unannotated transcriptional signal. (b) RT-PCR

clone connecting the four coregulating

annotations into one transcript. The lethal P

element l(3)06951 maps precisely to the newly

identified 5¢ UTR of this transcript. Primers

picked for RT-PCR were internal and thus do not

reflect full-length sequence. (c–h) RhoGAP

transcription is reduced in the l(3)06951

mutant. Expression of RhoGAP emanating from

the distal 5¢ start site in wild-type (c, e and g)

and homozygous mutant (d, f and h) embryos.

Arrow denotes the tracheal pit expression in the

wild-type stage 11 embryo (c, lateral view) that is
absent in the mutant (d). e and f represent stage

13 embryos (lateral view), and g and h represent

stage 13 embryos (dorsal view). Arrow denotes

residual visceral mesoderm expression in the

mutant embryo (h).
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portions to their protein sequence (Supplementary Table 2). Notably,
30 out of the 53 new 5¢ exons (57%) do not add more coding
information to the coding sequence (CDS) regions.

Most unannotated transfrags may define new RNA classes
The remaining 71% of unannotated transcription that does not
coregulate with known annotations potentially defines new classes of
RNA transcripts including those with little or no coding capacity.
Thus, analysis of the transcription maps described here should help
identify unannotated transcriptionally active regions of interest for
further study. Although not the focus of this report, we have observed
actively transcribed regions of the genome that are expressed in a
variety of temporally regulated patterns but that do not seem to
coregulate with annotated regions (data not shown). Included in this
class are transfrags that overlap with 20 microRNA (miRNA) predic-
tions (out of the 78 miRNA predictions from the miRNA registry
(http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/sequences/)) and thus potentially repre-
sent the primary miRNA transcripts. In addition, 15 miRNA predic-
tions have unannotated transfrags within 100 bp. Because our
experimental strategy does not allow determination of transcript
strandedness, nor does it allow efficient detection of processed
miRNAs owing to the 35-bp resolution of the array, further study is
needed to characterize the structure of such transcripts.

P element mutations map to newly identified 5¢ exons
As an additional step in assessing the function of unannotated
transcription, we compared the locations of mapped P elements to
transcribed regions of the genome. Out of the total set of 15,832
nonredundant mapped P element mutations available publicly (see

Methods), 930 (5.9%) and 395 (2.5%) overlap intronic and intergenic
unannotated transfrags, respectively (Fig. 4). Out of these, a total of
99 P element mutations have lethal phenotypes (from a total of
692 lethal P elements in the database), underscoring the biological
importance of these newly discovered sites of transcription. Of the
395 P elements that map to unannotated intergenic transfrags,
135 map to 83 newly predicted 5¢ exons of 81 known genes. A total
of 58 of these genes have no previously reported P element insertion
anywhere within the annotated exons, and thus this class of P element
insertion may represent newly identified mutations of these genes.

As a second class of P element mutation potentially affecting a
known annotation, it is worth noting that a substantial number of
P elements (1,554, including 52 lethals) directly map to regions
annotated with low–coding potential ESTs, a subset of which may
in fact be connected to protein-coding annotations. The connection of
these ESTs with annotations would have been missed if the EST
sequence information did not represent full-length clones (for exam-
ple, see Supplementary Fig. 2). Because a large number of EST
sequences entered into the database do not represent full-length
clones, it is likely that a significant number will ultimately represent
5¢ exons of genes.

As a third class of P element mutation potentially affecting a known
annotation, a large number of P elements (5,308) map to intergenic
regions that do not overlap directly with an EST or unannotated
transfrag but could define potential promoter mutations neighboring
a putative 5¢ exon. Previous reports have demonstrated the preference
of P elements to insert most frequently into 5¢ UTRs followed by
insertion events just upstream of the transcription start site15. One
such P element mutation is shown in Supplementary Figure 2, in
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Figure 6 Examples of newly identified distal 5¢ start sites. (a) Distal start site to the rugose gene. This 5¢ start site is 135 kb from the annotation.

(b) Conservation of the polypeptide encoded by the distal 5¢ exons of rugose. These exons add an additional 128 amino acids to rugose and show

conservation to humans with a P value of 10–35. Note the four annotations that reside within the second intron. (c) Distal 5¢ start sites make use of

microexons. CG3655, CG3600 and frizzled2 use distal 5¢ start sites that make use of noncoding microexons to traverse large genomic spaces. RNA

polymerase molecules originating from the distal 5¢ start site of CG3600 must traverse through heavily repeated transposon sequences (denoted repeat1

and repeat2) residing between the start site and annotation.
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which the lethal P element is in close proximity to a newly identified
5¢ exon. Out of these 5,308 mapped mutations, 658 (including
21 lethals) map to regions within 100 bp of an intergenic transfrag.
Out of the 658, 45 (including three lethals) map to regions within
100 bp of a predicted 5¢ exon. Also included in this class of 5,308 are
P elements that map just upstream of EST-supported transfrags
predicted to be 5¢ exons of known genes. As we have done for
unannotated transfrags, determining whether EST-supported trans-
frags are coordinately regulated with known genes will help predict
which of these transfrags function as 5¢ exons.

Finally, as a fourth class of P element mutation potentially affect-
ing a known annotation, the large number of P elements mapping
to intronic regions most certainly include mutations that affect
intronic 5¢ UTRs and promoters. P element mutations targeting
genes that make use of several different promoters staggered across
a genomic space would fall into this category. Thus, out of 1,283 P
element insertions that do not overlap with intronic transfrags,
1,113 (including 43 lethals) map within 100 bp of an intronic
transfrag. Out of the 1,113, 26 (including 9 lethals) are within
100 bp of a predicted 5¢ exon. In summary, we have been able to
putatively assign a large number of P element mutations to the genes
that they may affect, in part by associating newly identified 5¢ exons
with their corresponding gene and then correlating P element muta-
tions to the new gene structures. As these and other transcript
isoforms are confirmed, assignment of mutations to their respective
genes can be made with greater confidence.

For one of the lethal P element mutations located in a putative
5¢ exon predicted by the clustering algorithm (l(3)06951), we were
able to obtain additional mutations mapping within the correspond-
ing annotation, and we performed complementation tests. The
coregulating unannotated intergenic transfrag is located roughly
30 kb away from the 3¢ annotation (CG31330, Fig. 5a). We visually
determined three additional annotations 3¢ to CG31330 to coregulate
with the intergenic transfrag. RT-PCR and sequencing link all four
annotations into one (Fig. 5b). Therefore, the transcript that connects
these annotations emanates from a distal alternative 5¢ start site for the
gene RhoGAP88C (also called crossveinless-c16) and adds over
1,300 amino acids to RhoGAP88C, which is annotated to have
o1,000 amino acids. RhoGAP88C is homologous to the DLC1 gene
in humans, and RhoGAP genes have been observed to show char-
acteristics of tumor suppressors17. It has recently been demonstrated16

that the l(3)06951 lethal P element (located 80 kb from the annotated
form of RhoGAP88C) fails to complement EMS alleles in Rho-
GAP88C, and it is hypothesized that l(3)06951 might compromise a
distal enhancer of RhoGAP88C. However, our data demonstrate that
the lethal P element is inserted into the 5¢ noncoding UTR of the new
RhoGAP isoform. In addition, l(3)06951 mutant embryos show a
significant reduction in the new transcript when compared with wild-
type (Fig. 5c–h). Moreover, neither a lethal P element from the
Exelixis P element collection18 inserted into the annotated form of
RhoGAP (PBac{WH}RhoGAP88Cf07633) nor a lethal P element (Fly-
Base accession number FBti0042408) located at the 5¢ end of the third
predicted annotation complements l(3)06951 (Fig. 5a). These data
provide a notable example of the utility of tiling array data to
determine gene structure and additionally to map genetic mutations
to their corresponding genes. As we have correlated all mapped
P elements across the entire genome with the transcription data
across development, in general it should be possible to find poten-
tial mutations in genes of interest using the downloadable
Integrated Genome Browser (IGB; http://www.affymetrix.com/sup-
port/developer/tools/download_igb.affx) by finding putative start sites

that coregulate with the genes (which may be confirmed in our data
set), identifying P elements inserted into and around the start sites,
clicking on the P element icons to identify the accession numbers and
then ordering them from the appropriate stock centers. A loadable bed
file containing all mapped P elements may be obtained from the
authors for use with IGB.

Large genomic regions are transcribed using distal TSSs
As previously noted, most annotated D. melanogaster 5¢ start sites are
located within 300 bp of the CDS of the gene7. Thus, we did not
expect to find such a large number of distal 5¢ start sites located far
upstream from their corresponding CDS (Supplementary Table 2).
Therefore, we manually searched for additional examples of putative
distal 5¢ starts sites across the genome. Notably, we have confirmed
start sites that are well over 50 kb from the annotated genes with
which they are associated. The rugose gene19, which shares homology
with the vertebrate neurobeachin gene (which, when mutated in mice,
causes lethal paralysis20) contains an alternative 5¢ start site located
135 kb away from the annotated isoforms (Fig. 6a). Four annotations
reside in the second intron, although none seems to be expressed at
significant levels during embryogenesis. Virtual translation of the
newly identified transcript uncovers an amino-terminal extension of
the annotated protein by 128 amino acids. Notably, this previously
unidentified extension shares homology to a domain in human
neurobeachin (NBEA) (P ¼ 10–35; Fig. 6a). Additionally, the alter-
native 5¢ start site for frizzled2 (Fig. 6b), which encodes a wg receptor
involved in many developmental processes21, is roughly 90 kb from
the CDS and encodes a protein that has an identical amino terminus
to that encoded by the annotated isoforms. These results demonstrate
the utility of the tiling array strategy to identify important evolutio-
narily conserved domains missed by previous annotation efforts. In
addition, these results identify genomic spaces originally thought to
contain large intergenic domains as transcribed intronic or exonic
regions (see Discussion).

Sequencing of the RT-PCR products of the genes using distal 5¢ start
sites often uncovered the presence of microexons between the 5¢ start
sites and the bulk of the CDS (Supplementary Table 2 and Fig. 6b).
These microexons, which average 113 bp and can be as small as 20 bp,
are encoded by the genome roughly every 10–25 kb. Based on virtual
translation of the transcripts containing these exons, many appear to
be noncoding and thus do not extend the ORF of the annotation
(Supplementary Table 2). Additionally, some of the annotations with
distal 5¢ start sites contain highly repetitive DNA sequences as well as
same- or opposite-strand genes within the introns preceding the CDS
(Fig. 6 and Supplementary Fig. 2). These sequences do not seem to
adversely affect production of the appropriate mRNA. Taken together,
these observations suggest an exquisite and complex interplay of RNA
transcription and splicing ensuring that the appropriate mRNAs are
correctly produced.

DISCUSSION
We now demonstrate function for a substantial percentage of tran-
scription from unannotated regions of the fly genome across embryo-
nic development in the form of previously unidentified 5¢ or
alternative 5¢ start sites connecting to annotated protein-coding
genes (see Supplementary Note for additional discussion). These
start sites can be distal from the CDS and, if so, often make use of
microexons to traverse large genomic regions. The presence of such
exons, coupled with the fact that cotranscriptional splicing has been
observed with a reasonable frequency in flies22, suggests a mechanism
whereby large genomic spaces can be transcribed without producing
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exceedingly large RNA molecules, thus reducing the possibility of
inappropriate RNA damage or degradation or the occurrence of
inaccurate splicing events. Additionally, genes regulated through the
use of alternative promoters obviate the need for potentially energe-
tically disfavorable looping or bending of the chromatin intrinsic to
enhancer looping models.

Notably, the newly predicted start sites convert approximately
16 Mb of genomic intergenic space to transcribed intronic space
(based on a B70% success rate and an average distance of 20,360 bp
from new 5¢ site to annotated first exon). This is a significant addition
to the approximately 74 Mb of genomic space transcribed based on
well-characterized RefSeq genes and mRNA and strongly indicates that
most of the nonrepeat portion of the D. melanogaster genome (at least
85%) is transcribed (for a total of 90 Mb). This is undoubtedly a
conservative estimate, as only half of the annotated genes are expressed
during embryogenesis. If the remaining genes expressed at other times
use a similar network of 5¢ start sites, nearly all the nonrepeat genome
would probably be transcribed over the course of development. This
implies that D. melanogaster has pared its genome to a minimum size
and largely dispensed with unused, nontranscribed portions of geno-
mic DNA. The early cell cycles in flies (the nuclear divisions) are some
of the fastest observed in eukaryotes (7–8 min long and lacking a G1
or G2 (ref. 23)), and propagation of nonfunctional DNA would
probably be selected against. In addition, transcription of most of
the genome has possible evolutionary implications: that is, there is a
large transcriptional palette with which to work in the evolution of
new genes. In human cell lines compared with fly embryos, an even
greater amount of overall unannotated transcription is observed2. It
will be interesting to learn whether similar global transcription
patterns are used in vertebrates.

Finally, by discovering previously unidentified transcript isoforms
and correlating them with the location of P element mutations, we have
been able to map mutations to their respective genes, as exemplified by
the alternative isoform of RhoGAP88C (Fig. 5). As more mutations are
mapped and additional transcript isoforms are identified, it should be
possible to assign, with greater confidence, mutations to the genes
which they affect. This general strategy underscores the importance of
accurate annotation of a genome and has major implications in
mapping mutations associated with human disease.

METHODS
Data sources. Genomic annotations (RefSeq annotations, mRNAs, ESTs,

simples repeats) were obtained from the UCSC database (http://genome.ucsc.

edu). P element coordinates were obtained from FlyBase (http://www.

flybase.org) (culled from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP)

gene disruption project24 (http://flypush.imgen.bcm.tmc.edu/pscreen/) and the

Harvard Exelixis lists18 (http://drosophila.med.harvard.edu/)).

All RNA graphs representing data described in this manuscript can be

accessed online (http://transcriptome.affymetrix.com/publication/drosophila_

development/) and will be made available through the UCSC (http://

genome.ucsc.edu) and Gene Expression Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov/geo/) databases.

Fly strains, genetics and in situ hybridization. The isogenic strain of

D. melanogaster (yellow (y1); cinnabar (cn1) brown (bw1) speck (sp1)) used

in the transcriptome analysis was the same one used in the BDGP

sequencing project9.

w[1118]; PBac{w[+mC]¼WH}CG14846[f04940]/TM6B, Tb[1] or w[1118];

PBac{w[+mC]¼WH}RhoGAP88C[f07633]/TM6B, Tb[1] males or virgin

females were mated to ry[506] P{ry[+t7.2]¼PZ}l(3)06951[06951]/ TM3,

P{w[+mC]¼GAL4-Kr.C}DC2, P{w[+mC]¼UAS-GFP.S65T}DC10, Sb[1] males

or virgin females, and progeny were collected and scored for the presence of

nonbalancer adults.

In situ hybridization was performed on embryo collections from the

l(3)06951 GFP balancer line described above as detailed25 using an RT-PCR

fragment of the CG31330 annotation (Fig. 5) subcloned into pGEM-T Easy.

Generation of RNA graphs and transfrags. RNA graphs and transfrags were

generated as previously reported2,13. Signal was used as an estimate of RNA

abundance using a Wilcoxon Sign Rank Scan Statistic, where the median of all

pairwise average values of PM-MM is calculated for all probe pairs within a

sliding window of 101 bp of chromosomal position using quantile-normalized

replicate arrays whose median array intensity was scaled to 25.

Present call in an absolute analysis indicates that the ‘signal’ is significantly

over background levels. This call was produced by applying a ‘signal’ cutoff

associated with a 5% false positive rate in negative bacterial controls tiled on the

array and calling all probes positive within 50 bp of probes which pass the

threshold. If the length of a stretch of probes called positive is o50 bp, they are

reclassified as negative. In addition, a minimum 90-bp run of positive probes

was required for a region to be called a transfrag.

Kruskal-Wallis approach. To identify probe sets that varied significantly

during the 24 h of embryonic development, a Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric

test was applied. Replicates within a single time point (number of replicates

per time point ¼ 3) were quantile normalized, followed by median scaling

across time points similar to methods described before2,13. Intensity

values (PM-MM signals) for each probe set were then used for the Kruskal-

Wallis test. FDR was calculated after correction for multiple testing by

randomly permuting the intensity values for the probe sets (300 randomly

permuted sets).

A total of 419,663 probe pairs (13.8% of all array probe pairs) across the fly

genome were identified whose expression levels based on intensity changed

significantly during some time point monitored in the first 24 h of develop-

ment (FDR ¼ 3.19%). The median intensity value of all significantly varying

probes within each transfrag was calculated for each time point. Supplemen-

tary Figure 3 online shows the distribution of minimum relative change in

intensity for the coordinated collection of transfrags. This collection of

transfrags was then used as input for self-organizing map (SOM) clustering

to group annotated and unannotated transfrags with similar expression profiles

during embryogenesis26.

Generation of a clustering algorithm. Traditionally, a single value is used for

any gene as input for clustering. However, data from tiling arrays represent the

summary of overall transcription (sense, antisense, overlapping tran-

scripts)2,6,13. Hence, we decided to use transfrags as the unit for clustering.

This approach provides a more comprehensive and unbiased representation of

transcription. It also provides an opportunity to quantify behavior of different

parts of a transcript. SOM clustering26 using several node configurations (4 � 5

to 7 � 6) and three different distance measures (euclidean, city block/

Manhattan and Pearson’s correlation) were tested. Several different criteria

were used to evaluate the cluster assignments. First, the number of clusters per

gene (that is, total number of nonredundant cluster assignments of all

transfrags mapping to a particular gene) varied from 1.48 to 1.90. In general,

the euclidean distance metric provided the lowest number of clusters per gene,

whereas the Spearman correlation metric produced the highest number of

clusters per gene. Second, each cluster configuration was used to evaluate the

number of correct assignments of new first exons to the corresponding known

genes as identified by sequencing (discussed below). These numbers ranged

from approximately 65% to approximately 77% correct assignments. Again, the

euclidean distance metric gave the best performance. For this reason, the cluster

configuration that produced maximum correct assignments (euclidean, 5 � 5)

was used for further analysis.

Additional evaluations were carried out to test the statistical likelihood of the

detected coordinated transcription. As an initial evaluation, a measurement was

made regarding how often the clustering method could place the first exons of

well-characterized coding genes with other exons of the associated gene.

Approximately 82% of transfrags overlapping annotated first exons were

observed to cluster with at least one other transfrag mapping to another exon

of the corresponding gene based on their coordinated transcription. As a

second evaluation, a measurement was made regarding how closely all
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transfrags overlapping exons in the same gene were grouped together (disper-

sion value; see Supplementary Methods online) after the SOM analysis was

carried out for all the well-characterized fly genes in RefSeq. Supplementary

Figure 3 shows that 94% (9,233 out of 9,809 RefSeq genes) of well-character-

ized genes that are expressed during embryonic development possess a low

dispersion value (o1.3). This indicates that for these 9,233 genes, all the

transfrags that map to that gene are assigned to the same or closely related

clusters by the SOM analysis. Several reasons may help explain why 576 genes

are detected by arrays but also have high dispersion values. First, such genes

may have multiple isoforms, and some of the detected exons of these isoforms

have different levels of expression during early fly development. Second, the

exons that have higher dispersion values could be cases in which the inter-

rogating probes detect similar sequences (such as motifs or gene families)

leading to aberrant probe behavior. Third, because transfrags do not contain

strand information, the detected transcribed regions of the interrogated genes

may be derived from the summation of overlapping transcripts on both sense

and antisense strands. Supplementary Figure 3 shows the SOM output

describing the centroid expression profile of transfrags in each cluster for

chromosome X (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for profiles of other chromosomes).

Unannotated intergenic transfrags were assigned to the closest gene in

genomic space within a cutoff distance that had at least one exon in the same

cluster as the unannotated transfrag. Assessment of the number of instances in

which a transfrag that mapped to an exon of a gene was associated with a

transfrag that mapped to an exon of a different gene within the cutoff distance

gave an estimate of the false positive rate. We believe that this method

overestimates the true false positive rate, as distinct genes within any given

distance are expected to show similar expression profiles. The assigned

unannotated transfrags were further classified as 5¢ or 3¢ exon of that particular

gene based on whether they were located 5¢ or 3¢ to the gene, respectively.

Manual curation of putative 5¢ start sites. The entire X chromosome was

curated by eye using the 12 transcription maps loaded into IGB to identify

unannotated regions of transcription and to determine whether they coregu-

lated with annotations that were located in a 5¢ or 3¢ direction. In general, a

window of 50–100 kb was used. If unannotated transfrags did not coregulate

with an annotation within 100 kb, a larger window was used. A list of

coregulating unannotated transfrags is shown in Supplementary Table 2 along

with additional information (see text). To identify additional putative distal 5¢
start sites, random genomic regions of other chromosomes were curated by eye

(Supplementary Table 2).

Accession codes. GenBank: all sequences described in this manuscript can be

accessed with accession numbers DQ327735–DQ327807. Affymetrix: the tran-

scription map data can be accessed at http://transcriptome.affymetrix.com/

publication/drosophila_development/. Gene Expression Omnibus: array data

are available via series accession number GSE5514.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
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